Interactive Discussions, In-Depth Sessions and Invaluable Learning on the Most Pressing Issues Including:

- Consolidation in the GPO and wholesale/retail landscape
- Indirect impacts of the Final Rule on contract strategies
- Alternative options for creating automation
- Improving communication and data with distribution partners
- Reconciliation of chargeback processing
- Key concepts to streamline membership management
- EDI and interchange of data
- Best practices to mitigate chargeback errors and discrepancies

Plus! Choose From Three Comprehensive Workshops:

A. Generic Pricing, Rebates and Contract Analytics
B. 340B Program Evolution and Complexities
C. Commercial Contract Development and Strategy

Previous Attendee Acclaim:

“The CBI Staff did a great job coordinating and facilitating the conference. They were very helpful before and during. I enjoyed being able to share some of the benefits of streamlining the chargebacks process using software. The conference also was a great networking opportunity. The fact that a representative from Cardinal was at the conference was HUGE!”
– Previous Attendee, Accounts Receivable, Chiesi USA.

“This conference gathers industry experts to inform, spark discussion and provide valuable insight.”
– Previous Attendee, Chargeback and Rebate Analyst, Octapharma USA, Inc

“The knowledge and understanding of the speakers was top-notch.”
– Previous Attendee, 340B Liaison/Analyst, McKesson

A GREAT PLACE TO MEET YOUR MARKET!
Take advantage of the best opportunity to meet potential clients face-to-face. Build relationships while demonstrating thought leadership and sharing expertise. For more information on how to position your company as a sponsor or exhibitor, contact Karen Hanover at 339-298-2184 or email karen.hanover@cbinet.com.